porous compacts is well-known in the ceramic literature. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] However, several reports have been presented recently that investigated using fine powders of CeO 2 and Y 2 O 3 of excellent sinterability. We have verified the validity of Herring's show that particle/grain size can remain essentially constant up to a density of ϳ92%, and such a resistance to coarsening has scaling law for 60%-84% relative density and found that it is consistent with grain-boundary-diffusion control. At been claimed to be essential for good sinterability because it signifies uniform packing. 7, 8 These observations also have lower densities, we have found that pores larger than the critical size, in the sense of Kingery and Francois, can still reinforced the notion that sinterability reflects the competition between densification and coarsening and that coarsening is be sintered readily. This is rationalized by a new sintering mechanism based on particle repacking concurrent with detrimental to good sinterability. 9 However, in our study of fine CeO 2 and Y 2 O 3 powders, we have found good sinterability, particle coarsening, resulting in a higher packing factor. Very fine, surface-active powders that coarsen rapidly are regardless of coarsening behavior. 1 Specifically, CeO 2 coarsened more than Y 2 O 3 at comparable temperatures and densities; uniquely capable of taking advantage of this new sintering mechanism, which along with their propensity to homogeniyet, compacts of both oxides could be readily sintered to full density. Coarsening was further found to begin at very early zation, accounts for their remarkable sinterability even at stages, in all cases ϽϽ92%. These observations with fine powvery low green densities.
However, several reports have been presented recently that investigated using fine powders of CeO 2 and Y 2 O 3 of excellent sinterability. We have verified the validity of Herring's show that particle/grain size can remain essentially constant up to a density of ϳ92%, and such a resistance to coarsening has scaling law for 60%-84% relative density and found that it is consistent with grain-boundary-diffusion control. At been claimed to be essential for good sinterability because it signifies uniform packing. 7, 8 These observations also have lower densities, we have found that pores larger than the critical size, in the sense of Kingery and Francois, can still reinforced the notion that sinterability reflects the competition between densification and coarsening and that coarsening is be sintered readily. This is rationalized by a new sintering mechanism based on particle repacking concurrent with detrimental to good sinterability. 9 However, in our study of fine CeO 2 and Y 2 O 3 powders, we have found good sinterability, particle coarsening, resulting in a higher packing factor. Very fine, surface-active powders that coarsen rapidly are regardless of coarsening behavior. 1 Specifically, CeO 2 coarsened more than Y 2 O 3 at comparable temperatures and densities; uniquely capable of taking advantage of this new sintering mechanism, which along with their propensity to homogeniyet, compacts of both oxides could be readily sintered to full density. Coarsening was further found to begin at very early zation, accounts for their remarkable sinterability even at stages, in all cases ϽϽ92%. These observations with fine powvery low green densities.
ders clearly contradict the popular notion of an inverse correlation between sinterability and coarsening. Because this strong I. Introduction tendency for coarsening could very well be an inherent part of I N THE previous paper (hereafter referred to as Paper I), 1 we the "activity" of very fine, highly sinterable powders, its role is have shown that obtaining fine CeO 2 and Y 2 O 3 powders using worth further scrutiny in the context of fundamental concepts in high-yield precipitation methods is possible and that drythe sintering theory. pressed compacts could be sintered to full density at temperaIn the present paper, we explore, in detail, the role of particle tures as low as 45% of their respective melting points. The coarsening in various stages of sintering. At higher densities, excellent sinterability was further demonstrated with some we examine the applicability of Herring's scaling law, which, very-low-green-density (18%) bodies that were subsequently by stating the particle-size effect on diffusion-controlled kinetfired to full density. The pore-size distributions of powder comics, forms the basis of the promise of fine powders. 10 At lower pacts, when normalized by the particle size, evolved during densities, because we have determined the critical pore size, in firing in an essentially universal manner, dependent on the the sense of Kingery and Francois, 11 in Paper I, we are in a density, but otherwise independent of material type, powder position to assess the driving force and, hence, the sinterability size, and prior history of either packing or firing. The normalof the larger pores. We find, surprisingly, that supercritical ized pore size can be quantitatively described by a network pores do shrink in the compacts of fine powders irrespective of model that assumes a random, yet spatially homogeneous, their thermodynamic disadvantage, which prompts us to prodistribution of spherical particles. In the initial stage of firing, pose a new coarsening-motivated repacking mechanism to homogenization of the microstructure was, indeed, observed, as explain their unexpected shrinkage. Lastly, we will elaborate on reflected by the sharpening of the pore-size distribution, someour previous observation of microstructure homogenization and times with minimal or no concurrent densification. Another relate it to coarsening and to packing modification at very low evolution toward homogenization was observed in the final densities. Together, these concepts will provide a comprehenstage of sintering after full density had been achieved. With a sive framework for understanding the sintering kinetics of fine gradual increase in the grain size, the grain-shape distribution powder compacts at various stages. sharpens to form five-sided grains on planar cross sections.
All the experimental procedures used in the present work Because all these features are consistent with a uniform packing have been described in Paper I. Indeed, we will extensively and uniform microstructure at all densities, the excellent sinterrefer to the experimental data reported in Paper I for our analyability of these fine powders can be attributed to their ability to sis. We also will follow the notation for symbols used therein. attain such uniformity, regardless of the method and the density
In the following, we will first present the sintering curves, used in the initial packing.
as a function of temperature and the particle size, to highlight One obvious feature that distinguishes the sintering of fine the role of particle coarsening. These results are then analyzed powders from that of coarser powders is the strong tendency for using sintering models. particle coarsening during firing. Particle coarsening in very II. Sintering Curves present that is not found for coarser powders Y(A), Y(B), shown again in Fig. 3 for reference. Note that, at low temperatures, CeO 2 powders coarsen more rapidly. Using these data, and Y(C).
Sintering curves of CeO 2 are shown in Fig. 2 , covering a the densification curves can be replotted as a function of particle size instead of temperature, shown in Fig. 4 . We may picture range of initial particle sizes (69 nm for Ce(A) and 16 nm for Ce(B)). The green density of the compacts varies from 20%-these curves to have a characteristic S shape, which is better developed for Ce(B) compacts that coarsen readily. The 50% in this study. Again, starting with the same green density, coarser powders require a higher temperature to sinter (compare S-shaped curve contains a constant density region at small particle sizes, an intermediate region with a steep increase of the two powders at 41%). For the same powder, a higher green density seems to lower the sintering temperature. In all cases, density from 40% to 60%, and a third region at large particle sizes with a slower increase in density. These characteristic an inflection in the sintering curve is seen at ϳ65%.
The abovementioned sintering curves, in the form of density curves can be normalized if we rescale the particle size by its value at, for example, 50% density. Using this procedure, we versus temperature, mask the influence of particle coarsening that occurred as temperature increased. As shown in Paper I, have replotted all the data (except Y(A), which did not coarsen much, according to Fig. 3) in Fig. 5 . Then, all the curves under a constant heating rate, the particle size is a function of temperature, essentially independent of density. These data are clearly fall onto each other in the middle region, where density , 41% green density, particle size of 67 nm; (᭞) Ce(A), 51% green density, particle size of 67 nm; (᭺) Ce(B), 21% green density, particle size of 16 nm; (ᮀ) Ce(B), 36% green density, particle size of 16 nm; and (᭝) Ce(B), 41% green density, particle size of 16 nm). increases steeply. Notably, the actual choice of the reference normalized pore size data in Paper I reveals an important discrepancy between the data and the conventional theory of solidvalue of particle size is not important, because essentially simistate sintering. 11 For example, in Figs. 10(a)-(d) of Paper I, lar plots can be obtained by choosing the reference value at any almost all the pores are initially supercritical; yet, they appardensity in the range of 40%-60%.
ently shrink and the overall density of the compacts increases. Specifically, we note that, in Fig. 10 (a) of Paper I, a large III. Sintering Mechanisms increase in density, from 29% to 66%, occurs even though the normalized pore size is still supercritical at 66%. The same (1) Coarsening-Motivated Packing (Region II) also is observed for the density increase from 41% to 62% in We first focus on the middle region (region II) in Fig. 5 . In Fig. 10 (b) of Paper I, from 51% to 62% in Fig. 10 (c) of Paper I, this region, the density increases from 40% to 65%. As shown and probably also from 48% to 60% in Fig. 10 (d) of Paper I. in Paper I, the critical ratio of pore size to particle size, in the (Only in Fig. 10 (e) of Paper I is a substantial portion of the sense of Kingery and Francois, 11 was determined to be 0.38 initial r/R value Ͻ0.38 and, hence, subcritical.) Indeed, because CeO 2 powder compacts of a density as low as 18%, which had for CeO 2 and Y 2 O 3 . Using this value, a reexamination of the an even larger ratio of r/R, according to Fig. 11 of Paper I, could be readily sintered to full density in our study, they strongly argue for a new pore shrinkage and densification mechanism n ϭ
(2) that is not based on the concept of critical pore size. This mechanism is most relevant for region II in Fig. 5 that covers the intermediate density.
The mechanism we propose is based on an extension of our packing model 1 by incorporating particle coarsening. Specifically, we assume that mass is locally preserved and that particle
The above expression has been verified by computer simulation contacts are maintained, whereas packing evolves with particle of binary metallic glasses over the range of 0 Ͻ r/R Ͻ 1 and is coarsening. As schematically illustrated in Fig. 6 , coarsening of in agreement with the polyhedron model in the same range. It particles under these assumptions leads to a decrease of pore also has the appropriate asymptotic form: n ϭ C 2 (r/R) 2 in the volume and an increase of packing density. This involves a limit of r/R ϾϾ 1, with C 2 ϭ 3.4. Substituting this equation and coordinated inward movement of coarsened particles on a the density ()-r/R correlation of Paper I, "ring" (see Fig. 6 ) toward the central pore, to maintain particle contacts. As the extra pore space is displaced to the exterior of 1 Ϫ ϭ r R (3) the ring, a compact full of such particle rings shrinks macroscopically. This packing mechanism fundamentally differs from the conventional densification mechanism in solid-state sinterinto Eq. (1), we obtain ing in that vacancy transport out of pores via grain-boundary or lattice diffusion is not explicitly required.
12 Therefore, it does
(4) not hinge on the concept of critical pore size, which has been used to determine the thermodynamic driving force and, hence, where R 0 is a normalization constant that is related to C 1 and the direction of vacancy fluxes. 11 Nevertheless, capillarity is the numerator of Eq. (2). Note that, at ϭ 0.5, R/R 0 ϭ 0.51. still the reason for maintaining the particle-particle contacts Thus, R 0 can be conveniently approximated as twice the particle during coarsening and, hence, the cause for the coordinated size at Ϸ 0.5, i.e., R 0 ϭ 2R 50 in Fig. 5 . This relation is plotted inward movement of particles during repacking. In reality, in Fig. 7 , for comparison with the data in Fig. 5 . For later some rotation or interparticle sliding is likely to be involved in reference, we also have obtained n vs in the following equathe repacking process envisioned in Fig. 6 , and some graintion from Eqs. (2) and (3): boundary migration following surface diffusion is likely to be involved in the coarsening process, as envisioned by Greskovich and Lay.
3 To this extent, therefore, some grain-boundary diffusion is probably necessary. For simplicity, however, we n ϭ
(5) will ignore the latter aspects and focus on the concept of coarsening and repacking depicted in Fig. 6 to evaluate the contribution and kinetics of this new mechanism.
which increases as decreases. We start with mass conservation and state that the total volThe shape of the R-curve predicted by Eq. (4) compares ume of particles on the ring surrounding a pore remains the well with the experimental data that fall into region II. At lower same during coarsening and repacking:
density, although the samples show very little densification despite considerable coarsening and, hence, cannot be described nR 3 ϭ constant ϭ C 1 (1) by Eq. (4), we find the upper envelope of each family of data in region I falls on the predicted curve. Thus, once coarsening has Here, n is the number of spherical particles (of radius R) on the caused certain microstructural changes (see Section III(3)), the ring surrounding a pore (of radius r). According to the packing model of Egami and Aur, 13 n can be expressed in terms of r/R: densification can be described by Eq. (4) at a value as low as T is temperapores at Ͼ rcp have a r/R ratio of Ͻ0.3 and are essentially ture, k is Boltzmann's constant, and the effective diffusivity (with a prefactor D 0 and an activation energy Q) is that of subcritical. Thus, the conventional sintering mechanism will surface diffusion. most likely intervene at Ͼ rcp , causing the density to evolve The activation energy of surface diffusion may be estimated differently (see Section III (2)).
from Fig. 3 As obtained from the slope of Fig. 8 , the activation energy for related to the coarsening rate of the particles. Assuming the densification rate is 4.6 eV, which is quite similar to that of coarsening rate follows the relation coarsening. Therefore, the model presented above seems to be self-consistent.
) Conventional Solid-State Sintering (Region III)
The densification data in region III are analyzed assuming a as suggested by Greskovich and Lay, 3 where A is a proportionconventional sintering mechanism governed by either lattice ality constant, D s the surface diffusivity, and ␥ s the surface diffusion or grain-boundary diffusion. The rate equation for energy, we expect the sintering rate due to the above mechanism these mechanisms is generally written in the form of the modified Herring's law-Eq. (8)-where the exponent m is 3 for to follow a form of modified Herring's law: 
lattice-diffusion control and 4 for grain-boundary-diffusion
Paper I, although the overall density in region I barely changes, some very large pores tend to disappear, which is attributed to control, and D 0 exp[ϪQ/(kT)] is similarly identified with these diffusion mechanisms. To fit this equation, the densification rate stochastic particle relocation leading to pore-volume redistribution. The cause of particle relocation, after the initial firing is calculated from the slope of the sintering curve multiplied by the heating rate. We then plot TR m (d/dt) against reciprocal transient, is suggested to be also related to coarsening, because interparticle contacts must be repeatedly perturbed by surface temperature (1/T) at a given density , using the particle-size data in Fig. 3 . This procedure is followed for three densidiffusion and movement of grain boundary, 3 which leaves noncentral interparticle forces that motivate particle sliding and ties-60%, 70%, and 84%-for each of the Y 2 O 3 and CeO 2 powders. As shown in Fig. 9 , a straight-line fit of all the Y 2 O 3 rotation. The reason very little densification on a macroscopic scale occurs frequently at this stage, we believe, is the relatively data can be obtained by assuming m ϭ 4. The activation energy implied by this plot is 3.5 eV, which may be identified with the low connectivity in the particle network at low densities. According to Eq. (3) and Fig. 15 in Paper I, at ϭ 0.25, for activation energy of grain-boundary diffusion. Note that the data for different densities in Fig. 2 fall on the same trend line, example, each particle is typically in contact with approximately three other particles. Meanwhile, at the same density, a suggesting that f() is almost independent of in the range of 60%-84% shown here. This finding is in agreement with typical pore has a size 3R, according to Eq. (3), and tens of surrounding particles. In such a microstructure, any disruption the calculations by Hansen et al., 16 who found, for values ranging from 60%-90%, f() remains almost constant for of the particle connections, which is likely in any real packing and also has been observed in various desintering models grain-boundary and volume diffusion, despite the change of pore-particle geometry between what are commonly called the initial, intermediate, and final stages of sintering. A similar observation is made for all the CeO 2 data, which are shown in Fig. 10 . The activation energy (presumably for grain-boundary diffusion) is 5.5 eV.
Accepting f() as a constant, independent of density, Figs. 9 and 10 do not uniquely determine m nor does the sintering mechanism by itself. This is because the particle size also follows an Arrhenius behavior, as shown in Fig. 3 . This ambiguity is illustrated by replotting the Y 2 O 3 data using m ϭ 3, shown in Fig. 11 , in which an equally good straight-line Arrhenius correlation also is obtained. This plot gives an activation energy of 2.4 eV, which may be identified with lattice diffusion. However, because the grain-boundary mobility of undoped Y 2 O 3 in the temperature range of 1500Њ-1650ЊC has an activation energy of 4.1 eV, 14 the much lower activation energy inferred here for lattice diffusion is unreasonable, and this interpretation must be rejected. In comparison, the activation energy of 3.5 eV in Fig. 9 seems reasonable in the same context. Thus, we conclude that only m ϭ 4 is acceptable and that sintering in this density regime is consistent with grain-boundary-diffusion control. Similarly, we have constructed a similar plot for CeO 2 data using m ϭ 3, as shown in Fig. 12 . Although the fit is again satisfactory, the implied lattice diffusion has an activation energy of 4.0 eV, which is smaller than that of the grainboundary mobility of undoped CeO 2 -6.0 eV. 15 Again, this seems unreasonable, and the interpretation should be rejected. fication as can be seen in region I of Fig. 5 . As discussed in proposed recently, 17,18 can break the particle network loose and particle rearrangement (e.g., a large pore may be dissociated render it a ramified, "tree"-line structure, at least locally.
into two smaller pores), the continuous distribution of particle Because coarsening of the "branches" does little to alter the size and pore size, the presence of particle agglomerates and spatial extent and overall dimension of the network, very little aggregates, and the operation of the conventional sintering densification results on a macroscopic scale. As particles mechanisms that must coexist to various extents in "real" sintercoarsen and some relocation occurs, the ramified microstructure ing. Nevertheless, it is offered to illustrate a new mechanism gradually homogenizes and more particle-particle contacts are that explains why low-density compacts densify, despite someestablished, as discussed in Paper I. Eventually, the particle times having a majority of pores exceeding the critical size. In network approaches that of a homogeneous network with a narrower pore-size distribution. This, in turn, allows coordinated particle movement, depicted in Fig. 6 , to occur and the propagation of the displaced pore space to the outer boundary of a macroscopic body to proceed without being disrupted by low-connectivity "weak links." At this point, the transition between regions I and II is complete.
We may now delineate the three sintering regions and the sequence of events by referring to Fig. 6 of Paper I and Fig. 5 in this paper, schematically replotted in Fig. 13 . The main process in region I is that of homogenization and stochastic particle relocation. Coarsening at this stage is correlated to homogenization and relocation but not densification. The r/R ratio in this region rapidly converges toward the universal curve given by Eq. (2) of Paper I. The main process in region II is repacking. Densification proceeds by particle repacking, which is motivated by coarsening, and their kinetics are both related to surface diffusion. This continues until ϭ rcp , beyond which no particle rearrangement is allowed. Densification in region III is controlled by vacancy transport through grain-boundary or lattice diffusion, which is indirectly affected by particle coarsening by way of diffusion distance.
IV. Discussion

(1) Analogy with Liquid-Phase Sintering
The central part of our analysis, complementing the idea of stochastic particle relocation and homogeneous particle network of Paper I, is captured in the image of coordinated particle model is admittedly simplistic, considering the many types of retrospect, our idea of densification by particle rearrangement should occur for an indefinite time until a larger perturbation is present.) This scenario has been depicted by Greskovich and rather than by vacancy diffusion is analogous to that of Kingery 19 for the initial stage of liquid-phase sintering. Both Lay 3 and involves some initial neck filling between a large particle and a small particle, followed by rapid grain-boundary mechanisms recognize that much densification can be achieved by improving the packing factor, all the way to random close migration that sweeps across the smaller particle. Therefore, if one of the initial eight particles in Fig. 6 is considerably smaller packing, without shape deformation of the particles. Only after repacking is completed does shape deformation of particles than its neighbors, and if it is in contact with a particle that is somewhat larger than the remaining six particles, then the become necessary, and mass transport via lattice diffusion, grain-boundary diffusion, or solution-reprecipitation (as in the disappearance of the smallest particle and the growth of the largest particle conceivably can be completed without appreciacase of liquid-phase sintering) become rate limiting. By assuming particle coarsening, grain sliding, and grain rotation, our ble neck filling between all other particles. Then, a coordinated, inward movement of the remaining seven particles can still model envisioned in Fig. 6 allows solid-state sintering to also take advantage of this repacking mechanism, just as the preshappen, and the pore space can still be displaced outside the initial ring of eight particles. Thus, a certain particle-size distrience of a wetting liquid provides the motivation and means for particle repacking in liquid-phase sintering. Because, geometribution is probably sufficient to initiate the evolution of network microstructure in any powder compact and is required to facilically speaking, this repacking mechanism offers the most effective way to achieve densification, it should be the dominating tate the sequence of events ideally depicted in Fig. 6 . mechanism in fine powders until it is geometrically exhausted (3) Other Coarsening Mechanisms in Low-Density (as when Ͼ rcp ) or when the coupling between the local Compacts length scale and the macroscopic length scale is disrupted (as We have identified a nondensifying coarsening mechanism with a low-connectivity particle network in some low-density in this work. Contrary to the conventional wisdom in the sintercompacts).
ing field, such coarsening is beneficial and is a central element (2) Particle-Size Distribution of the homogenization process as well as being a prelude to the densification mechanism. In the literature, another nondensifyAn interesting issue concerning the present mechanism is whether particles can grow in size without building necks ing coarsening mechanism exists that has been extensively studied using vapor-phase-transfer conditions. As demonstrated by between them. We believe this would be possible if particles are not all the same size and if some grow by incorporating Bheemineni and Readey, 20 coarsening can be greatly enhanced if vapor-phase transport is promoted-typically with a special their smaller neighbors. (Indeed, if particles are all the same size, then even in the simplified picture of Fig. 6 , the initial gas atmosphere. The particle-size distribution in this case has been shown to coarsen in a self-similar manner, indicating a eight-particle ring is energetically stable. This is because they are located at a local energy minimum; hence, no coarsening steady-state evolution. However, sintering in this case seems to be permanently suppressed, unlike the case in our experiment (3) In poorly packed compacts, coarsening is initially ineffective in motivating densification because of poor particle conin which coarsening is always followed by densification at a certain stage. We believe the coarsening path in this case is nectivity, which disrupts particle movement and pore-space redistribution. Particle relocation is mostly stochastic, which, in fundamentally different from that observed in our experiment, in that vapor-phase transport allows long-range material depositime, homogenizes the pore-size distribution and disintegrates the very large pores without overall shrinkage on a macrotion without necessarily redistributing their mass to neighboring particles. Perhaps even more significant is the tendency to form scopic scale. (4) Very fine, surface-active powders that coarsen raphighly developed necks between particles by vapor transport, which has the consequence of greatly increasing the network idly are uniquely capable of taking advantage of coarseningmotivated homogenization and rearrangement densification rigidity that prevents particles from rearranging. Therefore, in this case, densification cannot proceed via the mechanism processes. This accounts for their remarkable sinterability, even at very low green densities. depicted in Fig. 6 , whereas the kinetics for the conventional solid-state sintering mechanisms have been largely reduced because of the coarsened microstructure. Thus, although such a
